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        Career Advice Hub
        
    
    Your go to career advice hub for expert insights and guidance, no fluff.
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    Like Netflix but for careers, connect with leading organisations to uncover opportunities.



                        
    
        
  
  
  

    

    
        CV & Interview Tips
        
    
    Trade 'dead-end' CVs and 'stressful' interviews for 'success' and ‘standout’ CVs.
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    For students, grads, parents, educators, & advisers, download your go to guide.
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        Advertise with us
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    Strategically placed to ensure maximum but relevant exposure to your target audience.
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                Need a little career direction?

                Career Advice Hub

                We understand that the job hunt can feel overwhelming at times, which is why our career advice hub has lots of support on finding a job, nailing the application process, apprenticeships, graduates schemes and other pathways plus much more!

            

        

    


    
        
            Perfect your career journey

            We’ve got your back... No matter what stage in your career journey you’re at
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                        No fluff! Actionable tips for the job hunt.
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                        Trade 'dead-end' CVs and 'stressful' interviews for 'success' and ‘standout’ CVs.
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                        Did someone say money saving hacks? 
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                        Invaluable industry insights for your career journey.
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                        All you need to know as an intern or grad.
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                        Helping you to help them.
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                        Navigate post-school or college life with confidence.
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                    Your one-stop shop for all things careers.
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                    Speak to industry experts and the biggest employers.

                
            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    
                
                
                    National Graduate Week 2023

                    Take your postgraduation journey to the next level, speak with leading employers and industry experts. Join us on the 23rd-27th October 2023.
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                        Learn more →
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                    We’re trusted by the UK’s biggest employers to find people like you.
                     Search more companies →
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                                            Articles we think will help you ace your job search.
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                                            Breaking the mould: Gen Z’s alcohol-free holiday revolution
                                        
                                    

                                    Prioritising partying has officially been replaced by sober-curious adventures, with Gen Z wanting more than a wild night out whilst away.
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                                            How to Write a CV for a Graduate Scheme
                                        
                                    

                                    If you're approaching the end of your university degree, joining a graduate scheme can be an excellent way to launch your career and gain valuable on-the-job experience.
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                                    Meet a team from the AMSP - a DfE funded programme working across all Secondary schools in England
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                                            Accounting Skills: A Universal Asset in Today's Job Market
                                        
                                    

                                    In today's highly competitive job market, versatile and transferable skills give candidates an edge.
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                                            Navigating the waves of homesickness
                                        
                                    

                                    The prospect of university life, filled with new friendships, academic challenges, and a multitude of opportunities, attracts students from diverse backgrounds and aspirations. Yet, as they cross the threshold into this uncharted territory, homesickness can cast a shadow on what is otherwise an exciting chapter in their lives. It serves as a saddening reminder of the connections, routines, and the comforting embrace of home left behind.
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                                            The Best Cities to Live in the UK... Other than London
                                        
                                    

                                    A very common misconception is that London is the be-all and end-all when it comes to city centre living in the UK. This is not the case. 
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                                            The Pros and Cons of Working Abroad
                                        
                                    

                                    Working abroad offers a multitude of benefits, from cultural enrichment and personal growth to career advancement and language acquisition.
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                                            Devonport Royal Dockyard Apprenticeships
                                        
                                    

                                    Devonport Royal Dockyard Apprenticeships offer an extensive range of opportunities for you to kick-start your career within the marine industry while earning and learning. University and college aren’t for everyone so if you’re looking to avoid the traditional study route and enter employment then a Devonport Royal Dockyard Apprenticeship could be the answer you’ve been looking for.
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                    Be the first to know! Tell us what you want and we’ll keep you in the loop.
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	We know the job hunt can be stressful so our career vibes will be worth your time.
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	We’re just as selective as you are with your job search.
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                    Get your weekly dose of careers news, personalised job updates, employer insights and resources delivered straight to your inbox!
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